
2024 Pre Season Ear Gems Fitting Event 
At Lincoln Izaak Walton Trap Range 

Saturday, February 10, 2024,  10am-2:30pm 
 

LSW 10-12 
PIUS 12-1:30 
LSE, Pound, others 1:30-2:30 
 
All Ear Gem purchases include your carrying case, guarantee and free clear coating 1 time 
during the life of the plugs so as to keep your student and you in them longer. We suggest a 
clear coat every TWO years for youth and every 3 years for adults.  
Only one free case with a paid set of Ear Gems.  
 
 

 CASH INCLUDES 5.5% 
SALES TAX 

CREDIT /DEBIT CARDS 
5.5% SALES TAX AND 4% 
CONVENIENCE FEE 

 

SINGLE COLOR $47.00 $49.38  
SINGLE COLOR WITH 
LANYARD 

$53.00 $55.41  

2 COLOR SWIRL $53.00 $54.86  
2 COLOR SWIRL WITH 
LANYARD 

$58.50 $60.89  

 

 

All checks should be made payable to Ear Gems 
 

Why Ear Gems Custom Molded Hearing Protection? 
~30 NRR (mean attenuation) which is far better than your student will get with foam plugs since they can rarely wear them correctly due to 
small ear canals. Nothing fits like a custom. 
~Trained and insured. (Trained by the Audiologist that created this product 40 years ago. We have been serving our Nebraska students for 
over 10 years… we aren’t going away. 
~Cost-effective. Most students will wear their plugs for 2-3 years (far longer than most wear their sneakers, and Ear Gems certainly cost less 
than those sneakers!)  
~We stand behind our product. If it breaks/tears we will replace it. 
~Our clear coating creates a nonporous plug. This makes the Ear Gem easy to clean….no fungus!... Easy to insert and nearly impossible to 
tear or break. 

 
 
Each coach should have a list of those interested in purchasing a pair of Ear Gems 
that day so we can have an approximate count. But we will also fit walk-in 
customers as needed as well. Thank you. 

PLEASE NOTE>>>>  We will mold the plugs the day of the event and mail to the coaches the processed plugs 
within 10 business days.  All the Ear Gems will be shipped to Brad Philson who will get them to the Lincoln Izaak 
Walton so as to help with shipping costs.  


